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Message from the Principal
Dear Parents
A Day in the Life of a Bryandale Teacher
Please allow me the platform to give you a peek into the daily life of the
Bryandale Teacher during the pandemic. Hopefully, you will realise just how
important a part they play in, not only educating your child, but also in keeping
your child safe. If it sounds exhausting, it is indeed so.
Teachers have always been tasked with making sure that the learners are safe.
The safety of our learners is first and foremost on our minds. Due to the
pandemic, safety regulations at schools have been increased and the Teacher
brain is on “safety alert” all day. Learners need constant reminders to keep their
physical distance. Although that is something that should be the norm now.
At Bryandale Primary, the school day starts with temperature screening and the
sanitising process which involves every member of the staff. Between 07h00
and 07h30, registration is done including, any admin that is required, either by
the school or by the Department of Education. Teachers finalise all tuck orders
and handle any class issue that may arise before the first period begins.

IMPORTANT DATES!
Term 1 ends

23 April
Term 2 commences 3 May
School holiday
22 March
Public holidays
2 April
5 April
SGB Elections

18 March

Cycle test Days
FP (Gr. 1 to 3):
Continuous Assessment from
1 March till 1 April
Intermediate Phase (Gr. 4 to 6):
24 March till 31 March
Senior Phase (Grade 7):
23 March to 1 April

As Teachers move from class to class, they have to ensure that “high touch surfaces” are cleaned and sanitised,
routinely in every classroom they teach.
Each Teacher then leads their learners to the field during break and is then on break duty ensuring that the
learners eat in safety and wear their masks after they eat. After break, they line up their learners and take
them back to class and begin the routine of screening and sanitising again before they start teaching. The same
procedure of temperature screening and sanitising applies after second break and at the end of the day.
Whilst teaching, Teachers have to manage ill-disciplined learners and learners who do not do their homework
or take their classwork seriously. In that time, they also have to pay attention to learners who require TLC.
Take care and continue being safe.
When
bell goes at the end of the day, the Teachers lead their learners (who are going home) to the gates.
Mrs
T. the
Suklal
They wait until learners are fetched then are on duty for the late learners whilst some take care of the learners
who are waiting for their siblings and others have extra lessons or extra murals. Once extra murals are over,
Teachers wait with the learners again for their parents to pick them up.

At 15h00, you will find Bryandale Teachers outside
the school gates, waiting with your child. They do
this because they need to keep your child safe!

The pandemic has affected all our lives especially,
that of Teachers, as the modus operandi of schools
has changed.

After all these duties, at the end of the day,
Teachers still need to attend Grade and Subject
Head meetings. Some even go home to scheduled
extra support lessons on TEAMS for learners who
require it.

As part of the Bryandale family, we all need to
support each other to alleviate the stress that the
pandemic has wreaked upon us.

Teachers then tend to their personal lives, they
need to make time for their families, shop for
groceries, cook dinner, help their own children
with homework and plan for the next day’s lessons.
The one thing Teachers are finding hard to do, is
make time for themselves.
You may ask, why do you need to know this and
how do you fit in?
Bryandale Teachers do not go home at 15h00. They
have to supervise children who are not picked up
timeously, with some children being picked up as
late as 16h30.
This is unacceptable!
Parents must note that once learners are dismissed
at the end of the school day or after extra murals,
they become the responsibility of their parents.
Bryandale Teachers are exceptional in that they go
the extra mile to take care of your children. They
keep an eye on your child and call you to check
where you are, or in some cases, remind you to
fetch your children.

With that in mind, as of today, learners, picked up
late for more than two occasions after extra
murals, without a valid reason, will be prevented
from continuing with extra murals for the duration
of the term.
We are in the midst of a pandemic and with the
South African vaccine application and roll out
processes being as uncertain as it is, schools
require parents to take responsibility for their
children once they are released from the school.
The third wave is a huge reality if we lapse in our
judgement with regard to behaviour.
As this point in the pandemic, parent punctuality
and the continual enforcement of physical
distancing rules at home is imperative in aiding the
smooth running of Bryandale Primary School.
We trust you understand the urgency of this
matter.
Yours in Education.
Mrs T. Suklal

Join the SGB and play your part in
“Creating the Future at Bryandale!”
The Bryandale School Governing Body constitutes of the following:
➢
➢
➢
➢

6 parent members
3 teacher members
1 non-teacher member
The Principal (ex officio)

All skills are needed, however, the following skills are vital:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Accounting/Financial Management
Human Resources
Company Secretarial/Corporate Governance
Law

BPA

WINNERS OF THE “GUESS THE SWEETS IN THE JAR” CHALLENGE

ADVERTS

